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Digital disruptions caused by the use of technologies like social media arguably present a formidable challenge to democratic

values and in turn to Collective Intelligence. Challenges such as misinformation, partisan bias, polarization, and rising mistrust

in institutions (including mainstream media), present a new constant threat to collectives both online and olineÐamplifying

the risk of turning ‘wise’ crowds ‘mad’, and rendering their actions counterproductive. Considering the increasingly important

role crowds play in solving today’s socio-political, technological, and economical issues, and in shaping our future, it is vital

to protect crowd-oriented systems against such disruptions. In this commentary, we identify time-critical challenges and

potential solutions from emerging work on diversity, transparency, collective dynamics, and machine behavior, that require

urgent attention, if future CI systems are to sustain their indispensable role as global deliberation instruments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of Collective Intelligence (CI), that is łgroups of individuals acting collectively in ways that seem
intelligentž [17, p. 3], harks back millennia and has continued to evolve in concert with the novel communication
means of the diferent eras. The progression of CI changed dramatically with the advent of the Internet (and
the social web), the latter ofering unprecedented means for mobilizing collectives, fuelling the emergence of
a plethora of novel CI applications [24]. These CI applications can be seen across a wide and diverse range of
services and activities such as knowledge accumulation and exchange (e.g., Wikipedia [17]), crowd-sourcing
platforms for tackling global issues like climate change (e.g., Climate CoLab [12]) and the COVID-19 pandemic,
and global medical diagnosis initiatives (e.g., Human Dx [6]). A newer class of CI applications that have emerged
recently are citizen-owned Civic Techs (CT) [11] (e.g., vTaiwan, CitizenLab, Participedia, and ProDemos) and
government-owned Citizen Engagement Platforms (CEP) [22] (e.g., Decide Madrid, Le Grand Débat National,
MyGov.In, and Rahvakogu). Designed to strengthen the relationship between citizens and governments, the
emergence of CTs and CEPs, has only further accentuated the role of CI systems in citizens’ lives worldwide [24].
Social media has become a crucial component in most of these novel CI applications. ‘Activities’ such as

liking/disliking, commenting, and sharing, have become a prevalent means for users to express themselves, and
platforms like Facebook and Twitter have become a foremost means for mobilizing collectivesÐnecessitating both
private and public organizations to rely on said social media ‘activities’ and platforms for harnessing citizens’
CI. Consequently, challenges encountered on social media platforms (like echo chambers, misinformation, and
botnets) [21] are now bleeding into CI systems, threatening their functionality and usability [19]. This can
have far-reaching consequences, as these systems, which typically ofer great potential to do good and promote
democratic values, could be coaxed to vicissitude, and wreak havoc.
To protect collectives against malevolent individuals and collectives, and to ensure that future CI systems

continue to play their multifaceted role in shaping and being shaped by the needs of global societies, we believe
it is imperative to draw out design policies that would allow future CI systems to be more robust against such
disruptions. The critical research gaps identiied in this commentary, build upon the previously proposed ‘generic’
framework for CI systems, that describes crowd-oriented ICT systems through their 24 unique attributes or
components [24].

2 GENERIC CI FRAMEWORK

The ‘generic’ CI framework (as conceptualized by Suran et al. [24]), consists of 24 essential components that
enable CI in ICT systems. Designed by aggregating twelve state-of-the-art CI frameworks and models, the ‘generic’
framework describes CI systems as having four primary components (staing, process, motivation, and goals)
each containing its own sets of types, interactions, and properties. The authors state that combinations of these
components promote CI in ICT systems, and thus through these components developers and stakeholders, can not
only understand existing CI systems but also develop new systems [24]. Unfortunately, like most CI frameworks,
the ‘generic’ CI framework too, only focuses on attributes and components that are imperative for inculcating CI
in ICT systems; and not so much on the social media activities being carried out on said CI systems.

We would like to argue, that given the increasingly important role social media platforms (and their activities)
play in the mobilization and harnessing of CI, social media activities ought to be included in CI frameworks at
some point. However, disruptions being caused by the malevolent use of social media, necessitates that solutions
to tackle such disruptions must also be included in future CI frameworks. To this end, we ind four essential
aspects namely, good deliberation, power to the crowd, role of machines, and collective dynamics; emerging
solutions for which, should be included in CI frameworks, if systems designed using said frameworks are to
sustainably play their current role in our societies.

Digit. Gov. Res. Pract.
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3 GOOD DELIBERATION

Among the many roles CI initiatives play in today’s socio-political landscape, democratic deliberation is arguably
the most criticalÐwith citizens worldwide seeking ways to actively engage in their own governance [10]. To
assure that such deliberations (for example on CTs and CEPs) are meaningful and beneicial to all, citizens not only
need the opportunity to share their ideas, opinions, and beliefs (already enabled to some extent through social
media ‘activities’) but also environments that are free from the aforementioned threats to CI [19]. To achieve this,
it is instrumental to compare the core aspects of CI and deliberation. As deined by Mansbridge, deliberation in
public sphere can be ‘minimally and broadly’ understood as łmutual communication that involves weighing and
relecting on preferences, values, and interests regarding matters of common concernž [18, p. 27] [8, p. 5]. The
aspects of this deinition we ind most critical are ‘mutual communication’, and ‘weighing and relecting’. We
would like to argue, that from a CI perspective these two aspects correspond to two key aspects of CI, namely,
diversity and transparencyÐthat require more attention from CI researchers.

3.1 Diversity

In the context of CI, diversity refers to łdiversity of opinionsž [24]Ðthat is, the collective should be composed of
individuals holding diverse, even conlicting, personal beliefs and backgrounds [17]. This is critical, as individuals
with diverse opinions, when provided with a safe and respecting environment [24], can perform better in some
tasks [5], achieve more efective deliberations [19] and reach modus vivendi [17]Ðthus shielding the collective
against polarization [10]. Unfortunately, few design policies of CI systems actively promote dialogue between di-
verse opinions [24]. Also, many systems employ algorithms (e.g., recommendation systems) which (in)advertently
exacerbate individuals’ behavior of surrounding themselves with others with similar tendenciesÐpromoting
homophily [20], thereby preventing collectives from experiencing diverse opinions. A better understanding of
such policies, interfaces, and systems that facilitate, rather than disrupt the exchange of diverse opinions is
needed [20].

3.2 Transparency

Current discussions on transparency in CI or crowd/citizen-oriented systems, primarily come from the social
sciences and e-governance communities, which typically focus on ‘transparency of data’ in citizen-government
interactions (for example, by focusing on open government data [2]). We ind that ‘transparency in processes and
identities’ are equally important in the context of crowd-oriented systems [24]. We argue that for the design
of self-organizing and adaptive CI systems, transparency of systems’ processes (including goals and norms) at
all levels (micro, meso, and macro) is equally important [24]. It should be noted that, in the current context,
while using the term transparency, we are adhering to three metaphors of transparency as described by Ball [4];
‘transparency as a public value or norm of behavior to counter corruption’ (or, malevolent behavior), ‘transparency
as open organizations’, and ‘transparency as a means to evaluate efectiveness and eiciency’ of CI systems.

Keeping these metaphors in mind, when discussing ‘transparency in processes and identities’, system stakehold-
ers ought to provide their users comprehensive and understandable explanations of the systems’ processes [15].
This would allow users to make better-informed decisions when contributing to the system; thus, promoting
trust between systems and their usersÐenabling the latter to conduct high-quality deliberations, while making
the systems less prone to abuse [15]. This is especially vital, as trust plays a key role in maintaining the systems’
users’ motivation to contribute to the systems, giving the systems time to self-organize, adapt, and evolve [24].
We believe that transparency in identities of the members of the collective is equally important, as it plays

a critical role in tackling cascades of misleading, biased, and inaccurate information. User reputations can, for
example, help build trust and respect among system users, making transparency in identities sine qua non for
self-organizing systems [24]. To achieve this, CI systems typically adopt oneÐor severalÐof three approaches.

Digit. Gov. Res. Pract.
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The irst way is to link CI users’ proiles to their real-world identities (as with Twitter’s blue veriied badge,
or Google’s knowledge panel). The second approach is to look at a user’s reputation based on an individual’s
inluence (through their followers, as on Twitter), or their contributions based on up/down-votes (as with Reddit’s
karma, or Kaggle’s progression system). The third approach is to adopt contribution-labelling, where CI users’
proiles are labeled based on textual/sentiment analysis of their contributions (such as Stack Overlow’s top
tags/communities, Quora’s knows about, or R/ChangeMyView’s delta).

Each of these approaches does, however, come with its own drawbacks: disclosing users’ real-world identities
can expose individuals to punishments or actions from inluential stakeholders with conlicting interests; platforms
with follower-based user reputations can (and tend to) self-organize into partisan structures, which can lead to a
greater divide between ideologically opposed communities [21], while, reputations based on up/down-votes can
be manipulated with fake accounts and bots [19]; inally, labeling individuals based on their opinions, though
least intrusive, can possibly also negatively impact users’ wellbeingÐthe efects of these diferent approaches on
users and systems, however, remains under-explored in CI research. For example, what efects these approaches
have on crowd composition, dynamics, and behavior (and vice-versa), and which approaches are best suited for
what CI environments and objectives are largely unknown.

4 POWER TO THE CROWD

Many of today’s CI systems are business models focusing more on user engagement (similar to social media
platforms) than user welfare (or problem-solving). Like social media platforms, CI systems too often end up
capturing and storing large volumes of user data, presenting users with tailored visualizations of outcomes and
results, typically decided by the systems’ stakeholders. This may limit the power of the crowd, because, under
the right conditions, collectives can come up with innovative uses of accumulated data themselves. Web sleuths
on Reddit and Facebook (through their tenacious persistence and unique heuristics approaches), for example,
helped solve the 20-year-old mystery of a missing teenager ‘Grateful Doe’ (Jason Callahan), or the more recent
Reddit rally over GameStop. Facilitating data access to users should, however, be done with care, as individuals
with malicious intentions can use these to create ‘counter-visualizations’ to mislead other users, as illustrated
by coronavirus skeptics in the US who attempted, to defy public health guidelines on COVID-19 through social
media [14]; or, as in the case r/indbostonbombers where Redditors turned into mobs, and made false allegations
against unsuspecting and innocent high school students [26].

We ind that, though open-data access (considering its beneits as understood in science and governance) should
be the norm for CI systems, it must be accompanied by policies that promote media literacy [14], transparency
in identities and processes, and integration of easy-to-use data-analysis (and visualization) tools as well as
moderated discussion forums. Doing so, would help in establishing trust between CI systems’ stakeholders and
users, and enable users to further interact with each other and share their experiences when looking at the
platforms’ accumulated dataÐthus, promoting emergent behavior, which is a prerequisite for CI systems to
sustain themselves over time [24]. Furthermore, other system features that can help promote emergent behavior,
especially in the current digital landscape, need to be identiied and studied in CI research.

5 ROLE OF MACHINES

A friend-foe of CI recently bothering researchers is Machine Intelligence (MI) (łrealized through artiicial
intelligence and machine learningž [17, p. 76]) [19]Ðespecially, pertaining to the heated discussions on biases
in predictive policing and concerns around black-box recommendation systems. Furthermore, concerns about
machines becoming bosses of their human counterparts have led researchers to ponder about how to establish a
balance between humans and machines. The key question here is: who leads whom, to what extent, and why? As
research on the ‘Global Brain’ [7] (viz. Superminds [16]) suggests, it is possible for humans and machines to work

Digit. Gov. Res. Pract.
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in tandem, to create a higher intelligence and achieve human goals through hyperconnectivity [16, 17]; however,
given that the idea of combining human intelligence with MI is still being developed, there is still a lot more
to be researchedÐparticularly frameworks surrounding task and responsibility sharing between humans and
machines [16]. Also, given the tremendous organizational and societal implications these superminds (speciically
their MI counterparts) can have, it is important to look beyond the ‘explainability’ of such systems, and examine
them through the emerging ield of łmachine behaviorž (described only as łthe scientiic study of behavior
exhibited by intelligent machinesž) [23]. This research is time critical, as we already see concrete organizational
solutions (such as Blackrock’s Aladdin, Genpact’s Cora, and IBM’s Collaborative AI) that have understood the
full potential of superminds. Such exclusivity to major players may create a new digital divide, therefore, it is
critical to understand and unlock this potential for everybody [1].

6 COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS

And then, there are the fundamental questions, łHow do collectives self-organize, adapt, and evolve?ž [24], łWhy
do some online communities fail, while others succeed?ž [17] and łWhy does the crowd sometimes turn to
self-destructive behaviors?ž [19] which are still largely unanswered. Although researchers have attempted to
answer some of these questions, most of the work has only focused at either the micro-, meso- or macro-level
(for instance, [9]); research linking these levels, studying their interactions, is scarce. In this context, we believe
that to understand how individuals make decisions in CI systems (and in doing so shape these systems) requires
an explicit understanding (and modeling) of the users’ cognitive processes [25], and future studies should aim
to better understand an individual’s cognition, including how and when individuals search, take up and share
information on CI systems; as well as how these processes shape an individual’s CI informational landscape, and
how this, in turn, feeds back on an individual’s cognition.

7 MOVING FORWARD

Finally, considering the profound ways social media ‘activities’ and recommendation algorithms afect collective’s
cognition; we ind that understanding collective dynamics also requires both exploratory and explanatory analysis
of the intertwined efects social-media ‘activities’, individuals’ cognition and ‘machines’ have on each other.
And that more ‘crisis-focused’ studies on CI behavior (similar to [9, 13, 25]) need to be conducted, to bring
together insights from the emerging ields of łcollective behaviorž [3] and łmachine behaviorž [23]. Ultimately, it
is the amalgamation of adoption of policies and guidelines from research, and investigation of emerging crisis
disciplines involving humans and machines that could protect both collectives and their deliberation instruments
against ongoing digital disruptions.
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